this, the question needs to be raised (under III.) about whether -and if so, how -the law also purses a comparable deparadoxisation vis-à-vis other social subsystems. Meanwhile, the same question is asked, but now in the opposite direction (under IV.) , about whether other social systems also behave like politics, externalising their paradoxes towards the law with the aid of a constitution, or whether they employ alternative deparadoxisations. Both of these lead to the concluding question (under V.), regarding which subsequent problems are generated by those externalisations. The differences between various approaches to deparadoxisation may possibly clarify the four original questions, so: why is judge-made law developing new prominence transnationally? Under what conditions will a particular kind of natural law make headway again against positivism even today? How is it that protest movements are shifting the sights of their protests? And for what reasons do social subsystems constitutionalise not in accordance with a standard pattern, but with clear differences of intensity?
II. Reciprocal paradox externalisation in law and politics
The starting point here is Niklas Luhmann's theory of the state constitution, which gives a central role to how law and politics deal with their original paradox. 10 As the law is founded on the binary code of right and wrong, it gets into a tangle with the paradoxes of self-reference when the code is inevitably applied to itself. This foundational paradox exposes law to the suspicion of arbitrariness, undermines its quest for legitimacy and paralyses decisions. The escape routes only lead to the familiar Münchhausen trilemma of the law: infinite regress (religious natural law), arbitrary interruption (Hans Kelsen) or the circularity of the foundation of norms (Herbert Hart). As none of these three offers a satisfactory way out, in the end only one strategy of deparadoxisation has been found to be successful in the past. Law externalises its paradox towards politics with the aid of the state constitution. In this way, the law seeks its ultimate legitimation in democratic politics, is thus disburdened of its own problem of paradox and no longer needs to concern itself with how politics comes to terms with this externalisation.
Politics, on the other hand, has to struggle with an internally insoluble paradox -"the. paradox of the binding of necessarily unbound authority".
11 How could one bind the sovereign to rational rules and above all to its own promises? This was only facilitated when it was externalised towards the law, which once again was accomplished by the state constitution. The constitution commits politically unconstrained sovereignty to the process of the law. The state constitution, as a structural coupling between the law and politics, is thus characterised by the fact that there is a reciprocal externalisation of the original paradoxes of politics and law. Law and politics develop complex forms of an exogenous self-constraint that arenot coincidentally -reminiscent of freedom through self-constraint and of the artful conjunction between self-constraint and externally imposed constraint found in the myth of Odysseus.
Is it possible to generalise this theory of the political constitution? Do other social systems externalise their paradoxes towards the law and vice-versa, in such a way that, alongside the state constitution, other subsystem constitutions -an economic constitution, a media constitution, an organisational constitution -also act as instruments of practical paradox management? Luhmann did not pursue this question explicitly. Luhmann, like many state-centred constitutional lawyers, is rather sceptical toward an economic constitution, third-party effects of fundamental rights, societal constitutionalism and also transnational constitutional phenomena.
12 And yet due to the inner logic of systems theory it is virtually compulsory to pursue the question of whether the generalisation of constitutional issues, as they have become visible in politics, and their respecification are indicated in other social systems. 13 Since not only politics and law, but every, truly every, functional system based on binary coding is enmeshed with paradoxes of self-reference that, if there is no way to circumvent them, end up in paralysis.
14 There is no way to avoid the generalisation. The unanswered question only concerns how deparadoxisation is respecified in other contexts. Is it also successful in other social systems to externalise the relevant original paradox towards the legal system with the aid of the constitution -and viceversa? Or are other methods of deparadoxisation applied in non-political subsystems?
III. Deparadoxisations of law
1. The state constitution Externalising the legal paradoxes towards the political system of the nation state was such a runaway success story in the past that, until the end of the twentieth century, it was advanced not only in constitutional law, but across the board in all fields of law. In the state constitution, in the procedural guarantees of the state governed by the rule of law, in the division of power between legislation and the administration of justice and in the constitutional jurisdiction, law-making was ascribed coherently to the political-parliamentary process. Customary law -an evident exception to thiswas increasingly marginalised in the nation state. To cap it all, the still-unruly area of private law was constitutionalised, just as the original paradoxes of contract and of private organisations based on private autonomy were "rerouted" into the state constitution.
15 Technically speaking, this was achieved by means of more or less plausible fictions: the comprehensive hierarchy of legal norms, which also incorporated contracts and associations understood as delegation to private individuals, the state's reception of social norms and/or their relegation into the purely factual domain. It already became obvious in the nation state that the total externalisation of legal paradoxes towards the political system would end up overburdening both the law and politics. The (over)politicisation of law this unleashed demonstrated its most extreme disintegrating effects in the national socialist and real-socialist regimes, but was also painfully perceptible in the post-war welfare state. "Legislation failure" is how this was criticised by jurists, who targeted both how the production of legal norms was instrumentalised by the party-political system and also how politics was not ready to react with legislative activities which were responsive to the needs of the legal system. 17 Externalisation became almost impossible when transnational regimes began to create their own law, as there is no transnational counterpart to the nation state constitution as the structural link between law and politics, within which externalisation could take place. Rule making outside the framework of international law that occurs so massively all over the globe reopens all the problems of the legal paradox which had been encountered in the nation state before they had been successfully transferred to politics. 18 This leads legal doctrine to lose its orientation drastically so that leading jurists describe a "contrat sans loi", i.e. a contract that is not founded in the law of a nation state, as logically impossible and pernicious for the law. 19 2. Social constitutions In the quest for alternative ways to cope with the legal paradox, the law seems to react by forcing an internal differentiation into subsectors, but then, instead of orienting these subsectors on criteria internal to the law, it bypasses the political system and bases its norm production on other social systems. This is already apparent in the nation state, when semi-autonomous subsectors of the law, such as economic law, labour law, social law, medical law, media law and science law, evolve vigorously -undermining the traditional separation of public law and private law. 20 Although these special legal fields officially preserve the externalisation towards politics, they actually reduce it progressively in a surreptitious manner, shifting the paradox of forming norms into the regulated social system. 21 The law's internal differentiation is promoted even more radically at the transnational level. Diverse social fields are governed by highly specialised legal regimes that are to a considerable extent detached from public international law and now coupled closely with the inner rationality of the social fields.
22 "Public regimes", such as the World Trade Organisation, that have come into being as treaties in international law, marginalise the paradox externalisation to politics that had been initially present. They assert far-reaching autonomy vis-à-vis the nation states and establish themselves as "self-contained regimes", generating new forms of structural coupling with the regulated social fields. In "private" regimes, such as the lex mercatoria, the lex sportiva or the lex digitalis, which are formed from the very start independently of national law and state treaties, the question of externalising the legal paradox towards politics does not even arise. Instead, the original paradoxes of these transnational legal orders are displaced from the very outset into the social fields with which they have entered into a close symbiosis.
If the law no longer externalises its paradox to politics, but diverts it to other social systems, this means much more than a simple change of law's self-description. Since the application of the legal code to itself not only introduces the abstract question of the law's legitimation, which is no longer answered with the "legislator's will", but more probably with the inner rationality of the social subsystems involved. The law not only changes the founding myth where it conceals its paradoxes, but looks for a different constitutional foundation of its norm production. If it is now no longer the state constitution that is enlisted for externalising paradoxes, but the constitutions of social subsectors, so of the economy, the media, science and healthcare, then there are immediate, tangible consequences. To say it with Robert Cover, who sees the jurisgenerative force of a plurality of legal orders in the interaction between nomos and narrative, 23 the narrative is not the only one to change when the way that paradoxes are tackled is altered: the nomos itself is converted. When the legal paradox is transformed, other processes of norm production move into the foreground and a different kind of substantive legal norms comes into force.
The once-dominant law-making process, which translates collective political decisions into legal norms, is to a considerable extent being replaced in transnational regimes by social norm production that is transformed into applicable law. 24 Contract, formal organisation and standardisation are the three great jurisgenerative processes whereby the self-made rules of the economy, but also of science, education, the media and healthcare, becomes valid law. The role played by the political lawmaker with regard to the legislative authorities at work in international politics is then restricted increasingly to merely reformulating this law created within society.
Protest movements
This is where we find the explanation why protest movements are changing their addressees, as described above. Protest movements react to the change of externalising the paradoxes of law. They no longer address state authorities as the targets of their protests, but transnational corporations or other social institutions. Protest movements change the direction of their attacks whenever the legal system engages political legislation only for its formal legitimation and turns to contract, formal organisation and standardisation. Protest movements exert social pressure on the points where they believe they detect the causes of distorted social development and, even more so, real chances to bring change about. This explains why protest movements are perceiving stronger potential for a repoliticisation, a reregionalisation and a re-individualisation of the processes of law-making, which are no longer concentrated in the political system, but can be found in various different social subsectors. 25 Some authors see in these direct contacts of protest movements a new quality of political struggles.
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"Constitutionalism from below" -this is the headline under which the protest movements' contribution to constitutionalism is discussed today. A series of authors -James Tully, Antonio Negri, Gavin Anderson -have observed that the transnational pouvoir constituant cannot be found in the political institutions but is now manifested in social movements, i.e. in the multitude, in a variety of protest movements, in NGOs and in transnational segments of the public. 27 Anderson identifies such a "transnational constitutionalism from below" in the new "constituent powers found both within and outside the structures of representative democracy, the latter comprising decolonisation and internationalist movements, alternative NGOs and bodies which escape traditional categorisation, such as the World Social Forum."
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However exaggerated it may sound to identify protest movements completely with the pouvoir constituant, serious consideration must be given to one suggestion from these authors. What they mean by pouvoir constituant is no longer the all-embracing demos, but just fragmented processes. In transnational relations, it is crystal-clear that there is no such thing as a constitutional dynamic that embraces world society as whole, but that what we have at the most is a series of heterogeneous processes of constitutionalisation. This gives up on the traditional notion, in which the political constitution provides the collective energies of a society as a whole with the form that encapsulates it -in the past as a nation and now as the international community. Instead, modern society's collective potential is no longer available as a 25 See Gavin W. Anderson (2009) Anderson (Fn. 27) 902. unity, but is increasingly compartmentalised in a multiplicity of social potentials, energies and strengths. And if the law alters the way it externalises its paradoxes, targeting social subsectors instead of politics, then the quality of the pouvoir constituent necessarily also changes. Law will then no longer seek its legitimation primarily through the political constitution, but through sectorial constitutions which in their turn need to establish their legitimacy -without the detour via state constitutions -via the ordre public transnational.
29 These sectorial constitutions derive from the communicative potentials that cluster around society's various specialised communication media. 30 3. Judge-made law This now also illustrates how the expansion of judge-made laws -as indicated above -relates to externalising paradoxes. Judge-made law is now beginning to play an unprecedented role: it is not just self-referentially producing the rules of "case law" in litigation so as to solve individual conflicts;
31 it now also takes on board the social norms produced by contract, organisation and standardisation, deriving from this a different form of legitimation that is no longer legal, nor political, but social. This upgrades judge-made law vis-à-vis law-making, and not only in quantitative terms. Its new quality comes from the fact that case law takes over a genuine constitutional function; however, it does not derive its norms from the state constitution, but from the constitutions of various social subsystems.
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This comes across most clearly in one of the most important twentieth-century institutions of private law, in the legal control of standard contracts. 33 Under the guise of contracting, markets have developed authoritative private regulations that no longer govern an individual contractual relationship, but have practically all the characteristics of general legislation. There is no genuine contractual consensus any more: instead, enterprises and business associations establish norms unilaterally, on the basis of asymmetric power relations, comparable to those between state and citizens. Judge-made law has reacted to these privately-imposed norms by taking on a dual constitutional role. On the one hand, it legitimates this form of one-sided norm production backed by economic power, whose problems it downplays by labelling it "contractual", and uses secondary rules to regulate private norm production. The political legislature then does no more than incorporate the norms drawn up by judge-made law into the civil code. On the other hand, the courts intervene wholesale with strict judicial reviews in the economy's self-made law, whose intensity is on a par with the constitutional reviews exercised on political legislation. Shielded 29 Jacco Bomhoff (2015) by such traditional formulae as "good faith" and "boni mores", judge-made law has pieced together a new constitutional control hierarchy, in which the lower-ranking norms of the standard contracts are controlled by higher-ranking constitutional norms. Yet these higher-ranking norms are produced by the principles not of the political constitution, but of the economic constitution, which needs to legitimize itself via principles of public responsibility.
Judge-made law plays a comparable role in other social areas, when it subjects norm production in all sorts of social organisations based on private law -hospitals, universities, trade unions, professional associations, media concerns and recently, internet intermediaries -to a comprehensive legal review. Here, too, it fulfils the dual constitutional function just mentioned, on the one hand, normalising the procedures of social normation, on the other checking the substantive norms of internal organisational law for unconstitutionality. Similarly, judge-made law legitimates and controls processes of standardisation that are either laid down in private standardisation organisations or are pushed through naturally in so-called spontaneous communication processes. Here, too, it is not the state constitution, but the respective sectorial constitution -in healthcare, the system of education, the information media or the Internet -that furnishes the review criteria.
On the global scale, emerging transnational regime laws deal similarly with the problems of their original paradoxes. Here it is only possible to externalise towards politics within extremely narrow confines. Instead, various transnational regimes' own constitutions cause the regime laws' original paradoxes to disappear, as they relocate them into their respective social systems. The paradigm here is the lex mercatoria, which gives force to "contrats sans loi", i.e. to free-floating contracts without any extra-contractual foundations. This evident paradox can no longer be accommodated in the law of nation states. In a remarkable circularity, it relies on courts of arbitration that it has created itself to produce higher-ranking norms, which in turn find the narrative and nomos of the lex mercatoria in economic contractual practice. 34 4. Natural law There is a clear connection between alternative ways of externalising paradoxes and natural law, long believed to be moribund, which is now celebrating its resurrection in specialised fields of law and in transnational legal regimes. When judge-made law gives force to higher-ranking constitutional norms, it derives its criteria from the internal rationality of social subsystems. Efficiency as a legal principle, the functionality of social organisations, the self-definition of art, the neutrality and objectivity of science, the educational mission of schools and universities and the network adequacy of Internet norms -under legal positivism, social rationality formulae of these kinds could only become valid legal principles if the legislative made explicit provision. Yet such formulae are constantly flowing into legal practice from the various different social systems and are transformed into legal principles by judge-made law, then given force as concrete legal norms. We have long been aware from state constitutions of this inflow of substantive principles. The state constitution is construed as a material constitution, because it contains not only formal procedural norms, but also substantive norms and principles. There is only one way to explain their highly problematic "natural law" character today. It is not the legal system, but the political system that decides, in the course of lengthy conflicts, about certain fundamental principles of politics, which are then constructed juridically by constitutional law and at the same time altered for legal purposes. The rule of law, the separation of powers, democracy, the welfare state and today environmental protection are examples of such reflexive decisions within the political system that flow into the law via the state constitution. Similarly, other social subsystems in their own reflection processes, develop fundamental principles that are legally reconstructed in the economic constitution, in the constitution of science etc. and are used as criteria for the judicial review of norms. The legal principles of the economic constitution, for example, include the classical liberal principles of property, freedom of contract and competition, but also restrictions on contractual freedom, social obligations of property, fundamental rights vis-à-vis economic power and nowadays ecological sustainability and corporate social responsibility.
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The continuity of natural law thinking is perceptible here. Natural law has always been used to make the paradoxes of self-reference in the legal code disappear.
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And this formula has always provided a smooth path for substantive principles to make their way into legal practice: from religion in the Middle Ages, from moral philosophy in the Age of Reason, from the political constitution in the nation state and from multiple societal constitutions in the postmodern era. Unlike the old natural law whose origins were religious, rationalist or political, it is now feasible to talk in terms of a sociological natural law, because it uses societal constitutions to reconstruct the rationalities of diverse subsystems within the legal system and transform them into binding principles. And the law does not care whether or not the democratically legitimated legislator has ordered it.
IV. Deparadoxisation in other social systems
If the law, in the course of its development, has broken politics' monopoly on externalisation and become internally differentiated in such a way that special legal regimes shift the legal paradox into the social areas under their care, how do things look in the opposite direction? Do other social areas also experience reciprocal externalisation, so that they in turn cede their original paradoxes to the law? 1. The state constitution As discussed above, the original paradox of politics became visible when the ruler's power becomes reflexive. When power is forced by power, when hierarchies of power are constructed, then politics is also exposed to an infinite regress -much like the law in the Münchhausen trilemma: the regress of overpowering power. And much as in the law, religious solutions to the problem of ultima potestas were convincing in mediaeval unitary cosmology. But if politics has become independent since the Renaissance, if it has broken free of religious bonds, if it has ultimately becomesovereign and declared itself to be legibus absoluta, then the sovereignty paradox, the paradox of the binding of necessarily unbound authority, comes to the fore in all its poignancy. Within politics it is insoluble.
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It is the state constitution that enables politics to master this paradox, by displacing it outwards. Politics transfers to the law the task of constraining unconstrained sovereignty by means of legal procedures -by means of organisation as the inner bond and of fundamental rights for constraining arbitrariness towards the outside. This takes the edge off the paradox of politics. Admittedly, it implies a loss of sovereignty, as politics is henceforth tangled up in lasting, legally binding relationships. Yet this is compensated for, since binding acts of power by transforming them into acts of law puts political decisions on a permanent footing, so strengthens their efficacy. In this respect, the secret affinity between the communication of power and the normativity of the law shows itself to be more than productive. But politics' bond with the law only becomes bearable when the lawmaking machinery in turn guarantees politics a decisive influence on law-making. Only then can the state constitution drive the intricate relation between law and politics so far that a legal secondary codification of politics emerges. The rule of law is extended to cover all political events and thus treat every act of power as an act of law. State constitutions get their unique lustre from this externalisation of paradoxes executed in complete symmetry -from politics towards the law and from the law towards politics. This lustre induced Dieter Grimm to speak about the "completeness" of state constitutions and Neil Walker to define their "holistic" character. It is here that we can find the more profound reason why they deny the honorary title of constitution to the fundamental orders of other functional systems. 39 2. The economic constitution What role does the law play when the economy has to cope with its own fundamental paradox -the paradox of scarcity? This paradox paralyses economic action in such a way that acquisition of finite goods does away with scarcity, while at the same time generating scarcity. In the past, the only way to overcome this blockage was by replacing the scarcity paradox with the clear-cut binary code of property/non-property. But that presumes that every act of economic acquisition is sufficiently strict about "condensing" vaguely understood positions of having / not having into durable positions of property / non-property. According to Luhmann, this condensation has played a key role in rendering the economy autonomous.
"Condensation means that structures of meaning are available for repetition from situation to situation; and this happens despite their paradoxical origins and despite their exposition to the opposition of the counter-value. Condensing is repeating the same, ... so that expectations of the future take shape and acquire certainties with regard to fulfilling needs and compensating privations." Condensing social positions into binding certainties cannot be achieved by acts of economic acquisition alone, however. At the most, such acts can generate diffuse social expectations in this direction, but cannot shape them strictly enough to achieve a precarious deparadoxisation in three dimensions. In the temporal dimension, property expectations must establish solid bonds that will last for a long time; in the social dimension they must establish the unambiguous inclusion/exclusion of the group of people concerned, which causes considerable difficulties, especially in the case of collective ownership; and in the substantive dimension they must generate clearly defined clusters of expectations with regard to rights of use, rights of exclusivity, rights of exploitation and rights of acquisition and their respective borderlines. This can only be achieved by a highly developed legal system. So it is the constitution of property that generates a close structural coupling between the economy and the law and in practice externalises the scarcity paradox in the law of property.
The property constitution only constitutes the first phase of an economic constitution. As soon as a highly developed monetary economy takes shape, and especially as soon as banks specialise in credit activities, the economic constitution enters a second phase, in which the scarcity paradox takes on a completely different form. Deparadoxisation then correspondingly runs on different tracks. And here the economy once again externalises the paradox, which threatens to paralyse monetary transactions, towards the law. In the banking sector, both the ability and the inability to pay are generated simultaneously. The banking system is based on the paradox of self-reference, on the unity of the ability and the inability to pay. "The banks have the crucial privilege of being able to sell their debts at a profit". 41 This paradox can be mitigated to a certain extent if the payment operations take on a reflexive mode, i.e. if operations involving quantities of money are applied to money operations in daily transactions. However, these reflexive economic operations remain unstable until an internal hierarchy is created within the banking sector, the hierarchy of central banks in their relation to commercial banks.
Yet the banking hierarchy cannot be institutionalised exclusively via self-regulation, and this applies in particular to the institutionalisation of the central bank. It needs to be supported from outside by legal rules, in order to constitute the unique position of the central bank with binding regulations. The parallels with the hierarchies in the political system and the role of the state constitution are evident. The economy, too, only copes with its monetary paradox with the help of the law, which uses the financial constitution, i.e. norms of procedure, of competence and of organisation, to regulate the establishment and operating methods of the central banks vis-à-vis the commercial banks. As an economic corollary to the different branches of government, the executive, the legislature and the judiciary, the "monetative" of the central banks is established by the economic constitution.
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The way that the economic constitution deparadoxises money circulation is always precarious, however: it is always threatened by the danger of a return of the paradox. The hierarchy underpinned by the economic constitution in the relationshipbetween the central banks and the commercial banks has not eliminated the paralysis of the financial system for good:
"The logical and empirical possibility that the entire system will collapse, of a return of the paradox and a complete blockage of all operations by the original equivalence capable of payment = incapable of payment cannot be ruled out, but is made sufficiently improbable." 43 The recent financial crisis demonstrated that this is anything but "sufficiently improbable". The excessive growth compulsion in global financial transactions gave us all a glimpse of a possible default of the banking sector. This was followed immediately by recent initiatives to reform the financial constitution, which set out to readjust the hierarchy of the banks all over again. Without these reforms, the central banks would have difficulties exercising sufficient control over the money markets: they would only be able to stimulate or destimulate them indirectly by intervening singly. They would only be able to guide the money supply indirectly via the prime rate, which makes credit more or less expensive. With reforms that strengthen the role played by the central banks vis-à-vis the commercial banks, the law embraces the limitative function of the economic constitution, prevents the return of paradoxes and total blockage and at the same time stabilises the self-reflexive relations in payment operations, which would disintegrate if they were not fixed on a legal basis.
The fact that politics externalises the sovereignty paradox, while in parallel the economy externalises the scarcity paradox, both towards the law, and that in this way the state constitution and the economic constitution fulfil the same function, is quite astonishing. And yet, major differences are conspicuous. As for monetary operations within the economy, there is no sign of the complete secondary coding that forces the political system to apply the binary code legal/illegal to all political operations. There are basically three reasons for this. Firstly: there is no doubt that economic transactions are regulated by legal norms and also checked by the courts, but it is notable that the intense relation between political and legal operations has no counterpart in the relation between monetary and legal operations. An administrative act can be construed without further ado as the implementation of existing legal norms, in many cases even as a strictly conditional program. Yet things follow a different course in economic transactions. To be sure, economic transactions are valid only under certain contractual conditions, yet in practice, economic transactions are the diametric opposite of the implementation of existing norms. Secondly: while the juridification of political decisions further strengthens their collectively binding character, it would be simply counterproductive for economic action if individual transactions were collectively binding for the whole economy. The legally guaranteed binding nature of transactions comes about only on the microlevel of contractual relations and economic organisations. Only on the micro-level is it possible to talk in terms of a secondary legal coding of economic transactions in the form of contractual acts or corporative acts. Unlike in the political system, where the collective is bound by political decisions, the macro-level in the economy remains unconstrained. The privity principle in Common Law forbids extending a binding nature to third parties, to say nothing of extending it to the economic order as a whole. Thirdly: the ongoing concatenation of political and economic operations differs one fundamentally from the other. Political decisions have precedential effects on subsequent decisions: if it intends to deviate from them, politics has to go through the entire legal procedure once again and the deviating decision must be rendered positive with an explicit actus contrarius. Future monetary transactions, on the contrary, are by no means bound normatively by previous transactions. Instead, the individual act of payment generates nothing but cognitive expectations for subsequent acts of payment.
These three reasons explain why, despite the parallels with which the economy and politics externalise their paradoxes towards the law, there are weighty differences in the intensity of their constitutionalisation. The decentralisation of decision-making that is prevalent in the economy, the intended restriction of contractual commitments to the contracting partners and the exclusively cognitive style of expectation that binds economic transactions to one another, in practice rule out the possibility of completing the symmetry of reciprocal externalisations, as they come about between politics and law, in relation to the economy and law. Unlike the state constitution, the economic constitution exhibits a remarkable degree of asymmetry. While it is true, as illustrated above, that law externalises the legal paradox to a considerable extent towards economic norm production -contract, organisation and standardisation -it is nevertheless also true that, if it is to avoid damaging its structural integrity, the economy can only pursue its legal constitutionalisation to a limited extent.
3. The constitution of science This asymmetry of externalisations is even more marked in the constitution of science. To be sure, science also has its paradox of self-foundation: only scientific operations can determine reflexively what actually constitutes science. The Cretan paradox, which derives from applying cognitive operations to cognitive operations, is probably the best-known case of a self-referential paradox. But unlike politics and the economy, it is mostly impossible to externalise the scientific paradox towards the law. Normative stipulations which are legally or constitutionally binding and which can be changed only with difficulty, are self-destructive for science. It would actually be absurd to interpret cognitive acts as the implementation of rules. Admittedly, even though it portrays itself as undogmatic, science too is no stranger to extensive norm production. Methods are binding; theories are immunised normatively against a change of paradigm; neutrality, objectivity and immunity to interest are accepted professional norms.
44 And yet the juridification of such social norms would generate a paralysis irreconcilable with the cognitive style. It is no coincidence that the state constitution leaves science the right to self-definition, limiting itself to second order observation. 45 Nor is it any coincidence that the constantly repeated proposals for scientific courts, whose remit would be to issue binding decisions about the validity of the results of new research, has had no success whatsoever. Only a normative style that is always open to being reversed, of a flexibility quite unknown to the law, is at all permissible in science. Unlike politics and the economy, science cannot pass its paradox on to the law, but has to seek out other ways to achieve deparadoxisation. 47 It finds them mainly in processes internal to science itself. Temporalising the paradox, creating a hierarchy of different levels of analysis, enduring contradictions, antinomies and incommensurabilities, tolerating uncertainty, relinquishing the compulsion to decide, creating a constructivist worldview: these are some of the tools used by science in the attempt to make its paradoxes more bearable.
That does not mean, however, that there can be no such thing as a constitution of science, in which scientific and legal reflexions are coupled together structurally. It is just that the internal asymmetry of their coupling is extremely strongly developed. As illustrated above, when the law regulates scientific activities it externalises its paradox to scientific processes without further ado and uses the underlying principles of scientific cognition to legitimate legal norms that impact on science. Science in its turn keeps the integrity of its cognitive operations largely free of legal constraints. Only its external borders should be protected by legal norms. Freedom of science as a guarantee that the cognitive process remains open thus becomes the sole norm of the scientific constitution. The law provides a binding guarantee that science may be bound to nothing but its own freedom. A pertinent part of this is its legal protection against being corrupted by politics, by the economy and by the law itself. The most important task of the constitution of science is "to stabilise the epistemological difference between the knowledge of science, of politics and of the law itself". 48 It guarantees this with the aid of "mechanisms that... help stop science being colonised by other, alien system rationalities -in particular by the economy and by politics, but also by the law itself". Dedifferentiation tendencies whose aim is to "replace relevances internal to science with values and norms external to science are to be averted."
49 Yet the law must also guarantee a sufficient plurality of processes within science, so that it is always possible to break down roadblocks that hinder development by adopting a fundamental change of perspective. The requirement for pluralism and for the protection of scientific minorities thus becomes a binding principle of the scientific constitution. And, of course, the external organisational framework of universities, research institutes and professional organisations is also furnished with a legally binding guarantee. 4. Constitutionalisation with differing intensity Altogether, then, societal constitutionalism -as exemplified here by politics, the economy and science -paints a picture of constitutional pluralism, although one that is anything but uniform, since it realises different degrees of intensity of constitutionalisation. It follows that the model of the state constitution cannot be transferred lock, stock and barrel to other social constitutions. It is true that the issues raised by the state constitution need to be generalised, since all functional systems have to cope with the paradoxes of self-reference, whether they will follow the path of externalising completely towards the law, as politics chose to do with the legal secondary codification of its operations, or whether they will opt, like the economy, for only a partial externalisation towards the law, or whether, like science, they will rule out a juridification of their operations and adopt other possible methods of deparadoxisation. However, this choice depends on the affinity between their own structures and the specific normativity developed within the legal system. This clearly shows why the state constitution occupies a unique position among social constitutions. This position certainly does not derive from the state's constitutional monopoly, as state-centric constitutional lawyers would have us believe, since other disciplines -historiography, economics, sociology and international relations -have long demonstrated the existence of non-state constitutions. 51 Neither is this unique position derived from a hierarchical superiority of the state constitution over the so-called sub-constitutions, as many authors maintain, who certainly admit to constitutional pluralism, but are not prepared to forego the dominant position of the state constitution.
52 Nor again, lastly, does it derive from the state constitutions being the only ones to have a legal character, while other social constitutions -including transnational regimes -are only "constituted" de facto, or only contain social fundamental values, or are constitutions only in a metaphorical sense. Instead, the reciprocal externalisation of politics towards the law and of law towards politics is totally symmetrical -this is responsible for the unique position of state constitutions. While the law, in its diverse legal fields, pursues a variegated approach to externalising paradoxes in all sorts of different social systems and so derives its normative contents from the various constitutions of different social areas, in the opposite direction there are drastic differences in the juridification of social systems' original paradoxes. Structural couplings are generally misunderstood -and social constitutions in particular -when it is said that structural couplings only exist as reciprocal relations. Indeed, it is quite possible for one social system to be closely coupled to another, while the latter system, in its operations, is only partly coupled or largely foregoes a structural coupling. It is like love: it is often only experienced on one side and only in a handful of lucky cases is it truly reciprocated by the person who is loved.
V. Consequent problems
In conclusion, let us take a brief look at the consequences of externalisation. What happens after the constitutional paradox has been externalised? As we have seen, externalising brings major advantages for the system in question, sometimes even making autopoiesis at all possible, but it simultaneously entails some serious costs. The system that outsources its paradox is now delivered up to an extraneous structural logic. As illustrated above, the differences between the constitutionalisation of politics, the economy and science can be explained by the incompatibilities that a complete juridification of their paradoxes can generate. Constitutions would then drive social systems systematically in a wrong juridical direction if the extent of externalisation towards the law were incompatible with their own structures. The fact that their operations at the same time also have to be subjected to the conditions for legal operations explains why many social systems adopt routes to deparadoxisation alternative to passing them to the law.
Another aspect is even more problematic: externalisation delivers the system up to the extraneous paradox itself. The law is delivered up to the political paradox, politics to the legal paradox. Formulated in general terms, the law is delivered up to the paradox of the constituted social system, while the social system is delivered up to the legal paradox. There is a danger that the constitution, as a structural coupling of the law with another social system, does not differentiate sufficiently between including and excluding the extraneous, unlike what is found typically in successful structural couplings. 53 This then becomes fatal at the latest when the externalisation also embraces the system's contingency formula, so for example when the principle of legal justice is thoroughly politicised or economised. A fair number of authors argue in favour of politicising the contingency formula of justice, whose operative nucleus lies in the equal treatment of similar cases and the unequal treatment of dissimilar cases, in the direction of democracy and the common weal, or of economising it in the direction of reducing scarcity and increasing efficiency. Yet the desired gain in precision fails to materialise, as one contingency formula is only replaced by the other, so one high degree of uncertainty is replaced by another comparably high degree of uncertainty. Even worse: the process of determination, which in all cases ends up in a self-transcendence and calls for creative solutions under the dominance of the respective contingency formula, manoeuvres in the wrong direction. The parties to a legal conflict are offered solutions oriented towards achieving efficiency or policy effectiveness, rather than a fair decision of their conflict: they are offered stone when they want bread. Whenever possible, a clear distinction should be drawn here between the original paradox and the paradox of decision. The unavoidable externalisation of the legal original paradoxes should not be allowed to cause the legal process to be delivered up to the political or economic decision-making paradox. And the same applies to the contrary.
